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RP341 v2 Multiroom SoundSystem  
4x Streamer, Line In, DAB+ / FM Tuner, 8x 30 Watts 

Article number: 301021

EAN: 4260393850927

Customs code : 85198100

Features of the RP341 v2
4 Streaming Clients
The new RP341v2 is the further development of our successful 
RP341 4 zone sound system. While the RP341 previously only pro-
vided one streaming client for all 4 zones, the new RP341v2 now 
has 4 streaming clients installed. This means that each room can 
now listen to Internet radio, Spotify, Deezer, Qobuz, Tidal, sound 
machine, NAS or AirPlay independently of the other rooms.

DAB+/FM
In addition to the 4 streaming clients, the 4 zones share a DAB + / 
FM tuner. Especially for the morning wake-up call, we don’t want 
to do without the built-in tuner: regardless of the availability of 
the Internet, radio reception via DAB + / FM is always guaranteed. 
This gives you the certainty that music really comes out of the 
speakers in the morning. All 4 zones share this DAB + / FM tuner. 
It is therefore not possible to listen to different DAB + / FM radio 
stations in different rooms.

Line Input
In addition to the streaming clients and the tuner, the RP341v2 
also provides a line input as a jack socket. This means that, for 
example, the television sound can be reproduced via the Multi-
room SoundSystem. Audio Externder solutions such as the trivum 
XT:DIGITAL and trivum XR:LINE are ideal for bringing the sound of 
the television into the control cabinet. When planning the cabling, 
a separate CAT 6/7 cable should be provided from the television 
to the control cabinet so that the TV sound can be heard in other 
rooms or in the garden via the trivum Multiroom SoundSystem.

As an alternative to connecting the TV set to the RP341v2, it is 
also possible to use a Bluetooth receiver, e.g. in the dining / living 
area. This means that every mobile device can easily play music via 
Bluetooth using the trivum Multiroom SoundSystem. A Bluetooth 
receiver and the connection to the line input of the RP341v2 are 
required for this. As with TV sound, it is advisable to use audio 
extenders such as the trivum XT:LINE and trivum XR:LINE.

Operation / control
Thanks to the intuitive app, the system is very easy to use - on 
smartphones as well as in the web browser or on the trivum 
TouchPads. Thanks to the trivum t3OS operating system, the triv-
um sound systems are simple and at the same time very flexible. 
It includes many additional functions that make the RP341v2 
a powerful control center in every home. Take a look in our LIve 
Demo right now on https://www.trivum.de/livedemo.

Sound and amplifier power
The 4 built-in digital stereo power amplifiers provide more than 
enough power for built-in speakers with 2x30 watts each. The 
wattage specified for the loudspeakers must be well above 30 
watts. Because the watt value for the loudspeakers indicates the 
maximum load on the loudspeaker. If a loudspeaker is specified 
with 120 watts, this means that it can be operated with a maxi-
mum of 120 watts. Normal room volume is below 1 watt. Thus, 30 
watts of amplifier power for multiroom built-in speakers is more 
than enough power.

Built-in speakers are often not perfectly matched. This is due to 
the type of installation or placement. That is why every trivum am-
plifier has a built-in DSP (Digital Sound Processor). Thanks to the 
DSP, the frequency response can be meticulously adjusted. There 
are no fewer than 5 parametric equalizers, high and low pass, 
bass enhancement and of course bass, treble and balance per 
amplifier. This even enables the equalization of invisible flat-panel 
loudspeakers.
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Connection example:  music for 3 rooms.
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KNX Integration
Like all trivum Multiroom SoundSystems, the RP341v2 is also com-
pletely integrated in KNX. Simple KNX buttons can thus control the 
music in the room. All you need is 4 buttons! If a KNX visualization 
is available or planned, it can take over the music control. This is 
very easy, is great to use and brings real added value to the visual-
izations such as the GIRA QuadClient, Homeserver or GIRA G1 / X1.

In addition to the possibility of controlling the music functions 
through KNX, every trivum Multiroom System also offers its own 
KNX visualization. With this you can control light (RGB, RGBW, 
Tunable White), heating, shutters etc. in the trivum app in addition 
to music. Simple timers, presets and scenes are also part of the 
trivum visualization. Take a look at the KNX visualization in our Live 
demo area on https://www.trivum.de/livedemo.

Control4 or RTI Integration
The RP341v2 can be integrated into the media control of RTI and 
Control4 systems. The drivers, which are available free of charge, 
enable the integrator to integrate into the very individual media 
control. This means that the trivum Multiroom System can be con-
trolled and further automated with the remote controls available 
from RTI or Control4.

Further functions of the trivum multiroom system

Paging / Text2Speech: The built-in paging function enables vari-
ous announcements: Either via microphone (connected to the line 
input) or through the Text2Speech function: Any text you enter 
is converted into speech and then played as an announcement. 
Announcements are started by KNX or by actions, can be played in 
selected or all zones with predefined volume levels. If necessary, 
also with a gong in front of it. The paging can also be used as a 
doorbell - or at the push of a button “Children please come up. The 
meal is ready”.

Mixes: If there is more than 1 line input (unfortunately the RP341v2 
only has one), several players can be heard at the same time with 
the mix function. The ratio of the line inputs to each other can then 
be set for each mix preset. A function that is used in conference 
rooms with several microphones.

Background Music: With “Background Music” you can easily 
listen to the same music - without grouping zones. This is ideal for 
commercial installations with many different areas. 
Background music is provided by a special zone, and all other 
zones can use the music in that zone as a source.

Macros: Every trivum multiroom system has the option of defining 
macros and starting them with an action or KNX event. A macro is 
a sequence of macro steps. A step can be a TCP, UDP, HTTP, MQTT, 
KNX, Delay or, in turn, a trivum action command.

NodeRed / MQTT: To support IoT applications, every trivum mul-
tiroom system includes a simple NodeRed and MQTT interface. 
This allows you to connect the trivum Multiroom System with the 
whole world of IoT technology.

trivum API: Many functions of the trivum Multiroom System can 
be addressed via the trivum Developer API. This means that you 
have full access to the system with simple HTTP requests. You 
receive complete zone status information instantly in XML format 
when changes are made. This allows you to integrate the trivum 
multiroom system into your own visualization or media control.
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Zones 4 zones
Expandable to up to 64 zones

Source 4x Streaming
1x DAB+/FM Tuner
1 x analog Line Input

Streaming 4x 44.1kHz 24Bit

Radio DAB+/FM

External sources 1x analog via 3.5 Jack

Music formats  MP3, AAC, FLAC, M4A, WMA, ALAC

Connections 1x Network (RJ45 Socket)
4x Speaker Stereo (4-pin connector)
1 x analog Line Input
1x antenna (2-pin connector)
2x Power (2-pin connector)

Amplifier Class D, 8x 30W @ 4 Ohm

Power supply 24V, 8A (192 W) 2x 2-pin connector

Casing REG 9 units (159mm)

Weight 0,313 kg

Dimensions (WxDxH) 159x62x90 mm

Technical data

As of 08/2021. We reserve the right to make misprints, mistakes and changes in 

the case of product progress, even without prior notice.

RP341 v2
Streaming, DAB+ / FM, Line In
8x 30 Watt
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